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Even before the first person set off to find the Fountain of Youth, we've been searching for a
way to live longer. But promises of life extension have long reeked of snake oil, and despite our
wishful thinking-not to mention the number of vitamins we pop, cups of ginkgo tea we drink, or
miles we jog-few of us believe we'll live to see 100, much less set a longevity record.Scientists,
too, have long been skeptical, often dismissing gerontology, the study of aging, as little more
than a front for charlatans. And it's hard to blame them. Aging's daunting complexity has often
led to more questions than answers, and opportunists have always been quick to cash in on
any development, no matter how dubious.But now we're closing in on true breakthroughs in
anti-aging science. Compounds that dramatically extend the health spans and longevity of
animals, including mammals, have recently been demonstrated in the lab, and gerontologists
now generally agree that drugs that slow human aging and greatly boost health in later life are
no longer a distant dream.David Stipp, a veteran science journalist, tells the story of these
momentous developments and the scientists behind them. He reveals how seemingly
unconnected findings on gene mutations that can double animals' life spans, the life-extending
effect of near-starvation diets, the link between dwarfism and longevity, the secrets of weirdly
long-lived animals, and the special genes behind human centenarians' radical resistance to the
ravages of time are coming together to spark an anti-aging revolution.Writing for nonscientists,
Stipp provides a definitive, engaging account of some of the most exciting, and sometimes
controversial, advances that promise to change the way we live forever.

From Publishers WeeklyThe possibility of even a decade more of healthy longevity still makes
for an engaging study of recent breakthroughs in gerontology. Former Wall Street Journal
science reporter Stipp surveys contending theories of aging--such as antioxidants--and their
pitfalls before focusing on promising research into the so-called CR mimetics, drugs that mimic
the possibly life-extending benefits of calorie restriction without the unpleasant semistarvation.
(Lab mice, rejoice: the CR mimetic resveratrol may even prevent cancer and keep your coat
glossy.) The book morphs into a business potboiler, with researchers forming biotech startups
and selling IPOs--adding hype but little light to the story. But if this is a more conventional and
prosaic account than Jonathan WeinerÖs in Long for This World, StippÖs lucid and spry
exposition of the science is tantalizing enough on its own.Copyright © Reed Business
Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to the
hardcover edition.From BooklistMedical journalist Stipp explores humankind's obsession with
postponing death, a pursuit as old as humankind. Whether it be by vasectomy, magical
rejuvenating waters, or downing potions comprising ground-up monkey testicles, humans have
been willing to resort to extreme measures in pursuit of extending life. It is not just life we
desire; it is a long, vigorous life that exerts an irresistible siren call. For much of history, those
efforts have suffered the bad reputations of charlatans. However, and more so recently,
standing apart from the cranks (vasectomy) and hustlers (monkey gonads) is an ever-
expanding number of earnest, credentialed scientists and gerontologists who are making daily
strides toward the elixir so many seek. Stipp's experience as a popular Wall Street Journal and
Fortune magazine writer have blessed him with a singular style, crafting complex explanations
of scientific discoveries (and failures) into eminently enjoyable reading. Whether or not the
notion of living energetically to the age of 150 appeals, Stipp makes the research compelling. --



Donna Chavez --This text refers to the hardcover edition.ReviewFrom the Wall Street
JournalMr. Stipp offers an engaging account of the burgeoning field dubbedgerontology--the
study of aging and of tools to block itsunwanted effects. --online.wsj.com/article/
SB10001424052748704862404575350763107635440.htmlReview"An engaging account of
the burgeoning field dubbed gerontology." ---The Wall Street Journal --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.From AudioFileUsing data on animals ranging in size from
dwarf mice to elephants, the author looks at what we know about the mystery of aging,
allowing readers to draw their own conclusions. He focuses on experiments and researchers
studying free radicals, antioxidants, calorie restriction, and resveratrol. Not written for the
scientifically timid, the book contains plenty of the language of genetics, biochemistry, and
zoology. Narrator Sean Runnette takes it all in stride. His ability with the extensive technical
vocabulary makes it sound like he must have written the book. He reads briskly, which matters
little, as no listener will ever remember all the rapidly fired statistics. Of special merit is
Runnette's delivery of the author's delightful scientific sense of humor. J.A.H. © AudioFile 2010,
Portland, Maine --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorDavid
Stipp is a former senior writer for Fortune and a former staff reporter for the Wall Street
Journal, where he covered science, medicine, and technology. In 2006, he wrote a front-page
story for the Wall Street Journal that broke the news that resveratrol, an ingredient in red wine,
induces anti-aging effects in mice. He lives in Boston, Massachusetts. Sean Runnette, a
multiple AudioFile Earphones Award winner, has produced several Audie
Award&ndash;winning audiobooks. He is a member of the American Repertory Theater
company and has toured internationally with Mabou Mines, an avant-garde theater company.
Sean's television and film appearances include Two If by Sea, Copland, Sex and the City, Law
and Order, Third Watch, and lots and lots of commercials, for which he apologizes. --This text
refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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P, “Critical information toward an important goal. I have been reading several books about the
anti-aging initiative and science behind it. If you read one book about it, I recommend "Ending
Aging" by Aubrey de Grey, but if you read several, this is a must. It offers a behind-the-scenes
look at how the science came to be, focusing on case studies and particular people and
instances which had an effect on the science as we know it today, and a projection of what lies
ahead.Though a bit hard to read (not only for the author's eloquent word choices that were
often above my head, requiring a dictionary near by, but also for the deep subject matter, and
delightful pacing between light humor and hard science), I feel the book offers valuable
information summarized to one text. Part of the confusion too is how the author discusses case
studies and details which are never really put into context in ways that relate them to each
other. I suppose that's the job of the scientist's though. The information is there, but it's up to to
others to piece it together.Another thing to note is how the author doesn't take too much bias to
one side. Though there is striking scientific evidence which hold some promise coming from all
different directions, he takes each one with a sense of possibility and skepticism. This is
important, because running with the wrong information or discrediting correct information could
certainly hold us back in our quest to end and manage aging (which, in my opinion, should be
our focus in society right now).I also enjoyed the Audible edition (which I highly recommend
because it helps you pronounce correctly the names and scientific vernacular). It was clear,
well-read, though there were a few discrepancies between the text and the audio edition
(though I have the 2011 edition). I was able to read along at a pace much quicker than my
normal reading speed.Thank you, David Stipp, for this wonderful book, and thank you,
Amazon, for introducing it to me.”

Nelson Vergel Author of Testosterone a Man Guide, “Excellent book for people who like behind
the scenes facts in this hot field. I usually get bored easily with most of the non fiction science
related books I read due to the amount of claims with no references and too many generalities.



But this book had none of that. I was so amazed about how well the writer knew the drama and
history behind aging research and most top researchers. The book read more like a medical
novel to me and it kept me interested until the end. I am looking forward to any future books he
writes!Great work and highly recommended!Nelson VergelAuthor”

., “The best introduction to the field of anti-aging. I have now read three books on anti-aging
research [(1) "Ending Aging" by DeGrey, (2) "Eternity Soup" by Critser, and now (3) "The Youth
Pill" by Stipp]. Hands down,"The Youth Pill" is the best book out there today. This book
succeeds where both DeGrey and Critser failed. Critser's book, in my opinion was an outright
dud, providing little substantive information and an immature writing style to boot. DeGrey's
book was very informative, but it mainly focused on DeGrey's own work and opinions, some of
which are controversial, and in a few cases, scientifically outlandish. Stipp has written the most
objective overview of the field, and has done a masterful job. For a business writer, Stipp is
surprisingly accurate at describing the scientific history of this field. He gives credit to almost
everyone who deserves it, without any overly positive or negative biases. The book is not too
long, and each chapter is fulfilling (unlike DeGrey's and Critser's books). I congratulate this
author on a fine addition to this field which should be THE FIRST book that anyone truly
serious about getting a broad perspective on anti-aging research should read.  Well done!”

Velho, “The Youth Pill: Scientists at the Brink of an Anti-aging Revolution. The author takes on
complicated and fascinating issues and addresses them well. The book is well written,
excellently referenced and easy to read; I read it in two evenings. I am a red wine aficionado so
I read Chapter 9 first. This helped me navigate through the rest of the book with a greater
understanding than if I had started with Chapter 1. The difficulty in writing about the topic of the
book is that new insights into aging are uncovered every day. This means that any book written
on the topic, including this book, is obsolete before it is published.I recommend to the book to
anyone interested in the topic...and who isn't.”

Payton H., “The Youth Pill Review (5/5/14). I enjoyed the book. The book gives different
insights on possible breakthroughs on extending life. I took from the book is their are a variety
of different variables that impact longetivity. I.E. there is no quick answer. Its very nuanced.
Interesting read.  Highly recommended.”

The book by David Stipp has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 24 people have provided feedback.
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